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Ultrafast, scalable laser photothermal synthesis
and writing of uniformly dispersed metal
nanoclusters in polymer films†
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Michael R. Zachariah *c

This paper presents a fast CO2 laser synthesis and writing technique – laser photothermal synthesis and

writing (LPSW) – to generate and write a high concentration of unaggregated, spherical sub-10 nm metal

nanoparticles (sMNPs). The method is generic, and we demonstrate the fabrication of Ni, Cu, and Ag

directly in polymer thin films. A partly IR-absorbing thin polymer film can be heated by the laser to high

temperatures in a short time, triggering metal-reduction, nucleation, and growth. Rapid quenching of

polymer films suppresses particle diffusion and traps the generated sMNPs in the polymer film. As a result,

these particles are immobilized in the laser illuminated spot (“written” by the laser) on quenching. Here,

Ag–polymer films are used as a model to demonstrate how laser parameters – pulse duration, laser

energy flux, and number of pulses (pulsed thermal load) – can be varied to tune particle size distributions

of metal sMNPs. Using this approach, we have been able to generate 4–12 nm Ag sMNPs with thermal

pulses as short as 35 ms. Fast heating timescales employed in this approach allow for the scalable manu-

facturing of high yields of metal sMNPs, which we estimate to be around 1 g min−1. This rapid, general

synthesis and writing technique may have potentially important applications in fast, large-scale additive

manufacturing and patterning of metal-loaded polymer multilayers, flexible electronics, and sensors.

1. Introduction

Small metal nanoparticles (sMNPs) with dimensions less than
10 nm have unique optical, electronic, and catalytic properties
that are highly sensitive to particle size and shape.1,2 These
properties make them ideal candidates for tunable materials
in applications ranging from high-efficiency catalysts,3,4 fluo-
rescence bioimaging,5 antimicrobial agents,6 energetic
materials,7 and sensors.8,9 Although colloidal science has
achieved unprecedented control over the shape and size of

metal nanoparticles, generating a high-density of such par-
ticles in a scalable and continuous manner is still a challenge
for nanoscience. Colloidal techniques commonly used to syn-
thesize sMNPs include sol–gel,10 electrochemical,11 sonochem-
ical,12 and polyol approaches.13,14 These techniques nominally
have slow kinetics, typically in the order of several hours and
often suffer from particle agglomeration and inhomogeneous
growth when the reaction volumes are scaled up. Tuning of
the size is often achieved with surfactants and capping
agents.12,13 An ideal, scalable method would be one where the
particle size and properties of SMNPs can be tuned by modu-
lating the parameters of an automatable instrument, instead
of relying on external agents such as surfactants and capping
ligands as most colloidal techniques do. Additionally, for
many potential applications, nanoparticles might be desired
with not only size control but also with well-defined spatial
distribution. This latter possibility is particularly attractive as
we move to a 3-D additive manufacturing setting.

Lasers offer a versatile next-generation tool to produce
pulsed, spatially resolved energy to drive chemical reactions,
which can be employed to trigger nanoparticle formation.
Laser based lithography techniques shift the control and
modulation of properties from the material to a programmable
instrument. Recently, a number of laser-based fabrication
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strategies for metal nanostructures have been explored, the
most popular of which include laser ablation in gas and liquid
phases,15,16 laser direct synthesis and patterning (LDSP),17 and
direct laser writing (DLW)18 among others. Laser ablation tech-
niques use a top-down approach to thermally evaporate metal
targets followed by condensation either in air or liquid sol-
vents to generate metal nanoparticles. High diffusion rates in
gas and liquid media lead to random uncontrollable growth,
nanoparticle sintering, and broad size distributions. On the
other hand, DLW uses laser beams tightly focused on a photo-
sensitive material to photochemically generate nano- and
micro-structures. However, these processes are limited to gene-
rate structures of only Ag as photosensitive inks are required
in these methods.18,19 To generalize these processes to other
metals, an alternative approach could be to use the laser
photothermal effect to induce particle formation. Polymer thin
films have been demonstrated to be effective host matrices for
the in situ fabrication of sMNPs.20,21 These matrices are able to
immobilize and stabilize sMNPs from aggregation. Although
these techniques generate uniform dispersions of sMNPs
effectively, the methods explored so far are conventional, slow
oven-heating techniques and have been mostly restricted to
easy-to-reduce metals such as Au, Ag, and Pd.20–23

Here, we provide an alternative hybrid technique that com-
bines the scalability and precision of lasers with the generality
and flexibility of traditional thermal techniques used in col-
loidal synthesis. We demonstrate a novel approach, termed
laser photothermal synthesis and writing (LPSW), that uses
laser induced localized polymer heating to in situ generate
small, high-density, monodisperse, unaggregated sub-10 nm
metal nanoparticles directly in polymer thin films. A continu-

ous wave CO2 laser operating at mid-IR frequency (10.6 μm) is
chosen as the heating source as most polymers have partial
vibrational absorption in this spectral region, allowing for the
flexibility of the laser to work with a range of plastics. This
technique follows a simple protocol for sample preparation
using readily available metal nitrate precursors to form metal-
precursor–polymer thin films. Since IR does not nominally
have sufficient energy to induce photochemical transform-
ations, absorption in the polymer results primarily in thermal
excitation over a short time frame. This localized fast heating
triggers metal atom-forming reduction reactions and sub-
sequent nucleation, while fast quenching slows down particle
diffusion and freezes the formed particles in the polymer
matrix. In this way, the polymer matrix has multiple roles in
this process – a medium to incorporate dissolved metal salts,
photothermal sensitizer to induce particle formation, and a
stabilizing matrix to suppress the diffusion and coagulation of
the resulting sMNPs. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup and
various processes occurring in the polymer matrix. Shock
heating to a high temperature for a short time induces a large
supersaturation of metal atoms in the polymer matrix, result-
ing in burst nucleation. During this heating period, multiple
processes occur in the matrix: (i) metal-ions get reduced to
zero-valent metal atoms, (ii) polymer viscosity decreases allow-
ing for partial diffusion of metal atoms through the matrix fol-
lowed by nucleation, (iii) as metal nuclei grow larger, their
diffusion slows down. As a result, particles of a certain size are
formed.

Here, we use the term “writing” in this fabrication tech-
nique as the particles formed are frozen in the matrix after the
laser is turned off. In other words, the particles in the matrix

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic showing the laser photothermal synthesis and writing (LPSW) to form small metal nanoclusters directly in the polymer thin
film. (b) Basic mechanism of nanocluster formation by LPSW.
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stay immobilized at the same spot where the laser beam hit
the polymer. Thus, different particle sizes and distributions
can be obtained in a single polymer film by varying the laser
parameters and moving the substrate or the laser. By using an
appropriate reducing atmosphere in our chamber, we have
been able to generate uniformly dispersed, relatively mono-
disperse sMNPs of a variety of metals including Ag, Cu, and
Ni. In this study, we have chosen Ag as a model metal to
understand the growth mechanisms of sMNPs in polymer
films by our technique. We demonstrate how particle size dis-
tributions can be precisely modulated by varying laser charac-
teristics – pulse duration, laser energy flux, and number of
input pulses (pulsed heat load). We further discuss the impact
of critical characteristics of the polymer matrix and substrate
on resulting particle size distributions. Since the polymer is
only partly absorbing (ESI, Fig. S2†), the laser beam should be
able to penetrate through thick or even multilayer films gener-
ating particles along its path – opening possibilities for addi-
tive manufacturing and 3-d writing of sMNPs in reactive multi-
layers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
immobilized, unaggregated sub-10 nm sMNPs of Ag, Ni, and
Cu have been fabricated in polymer matrices by the laser
heating method. We further note that our LPSW process: (a) is
facile, fast, and scalable, (b) uses readily available metal nitrate
salts and polymer, (c) allows for laser-controlled size and con-
centration of sMNPs, (d) can be used to generate arbitrary pat-
terns of unaggregated sMNPs directly on free-standing
polymer films, and (e) is general and flexible enough to syn-
thesize high-density uniform dispersions of both noble and
non-noble metals in any IR absorbing polymer matrix.

2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials

Silver nitrate (AgNO3, ≥99% pure), copper nitrate trihydrate
(Cu(NO3)2·3H2O, ≥99% pure), nickel nitrate hexahydrate
(Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, ≥99% pure), PVA (MW 89k–98k and 9k–10k,
≥99% and 80% hydrolyzed, respectively), and polystyrene (MW
280 000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as
received.

2.2. Preparation of metal precursor-polymer thin films

The metal precursor–polymer solution was prepared by dissol-
ving PVA (1.5 g) and the desired amount of metal nitrate salt in
deionized water (14 mL). The metal to polymer mass ratio was
kept constant at 0.05. This mass ratio was prepared by dissol-
ving stoichiometrically equivalent amounts of the metal salt.
Larger amounts of the polymer were used to prepare thicker
polymer films. The resulting metal precursor–polymer solution
was then spin coated under ambient atmosphere on a clean,
dry glass slide at 2000 rpm for 10 s. For large-area TEM charac-
terization, the glass slide was first coated with a PS solution
(9 g in 42 mL toluene, 700 rpm, 10 s). A metal salt–PVA solu-
tion (1.2 g PVA and a certain amount of the metal salt in
14 mL deionized water) was then spin coated on the dry PS

film to obtain a very thin PVA–PS–metal precursor film. This
film was later used to fabricate PS–PVA–metal films for
UV-Visible spectroscopy and microscopy analysis. All films
were dried under flowing air for ∼2 hours before laser
synthesis.

2.3. Laser photothermal synthesis and writing

Fig. 1 shows the setup of the LPSW technique to fabricate
metal–polymer thin films. In a typical experiment, glass sub-
strates coated with metal precursor–PVA films are aligned in a
direction normal to the incoming laser beam. The precursor–
polymer films are then irradiated by a continuous wave CO2

laser (SYNRAD, ti series) operating at 10 640 nm with a
maximum output power of 80 W. A beam expander is used to
expand the collimated laser beam to a spot size of 1 cm,
corresponding to a maximum input laser energy flux of 25 W
cm−2. The setup also includes a chamber to control the atmo-
sphere of the fabrication process. For Ag–PVA films, ambient
atmosphere is used to reduce the metal. However, for more
readily oxidizable metals with a lower reduction potential (Cu,
Ni), the chamber is kept under flowing H2 (5% in N2) which
acts as a reducing gas for metal ions in the polymer. PVA films
are partly absorbing in the operational wavelength of the laser
(FTIR spectra, ESI, Fig. S2†). Therefore, the laser beam is able
to heat the polymer rapidly to very high temperatures for a
relatively short duration.

The rapid thermal shock pulse triggers metal salt reduction
and generates a large supersaturation of metal atoms.
Decreased polymer viscosity upon heating allows for metal
atom diffusion, enabling nucleation. Turning off the beam
results in fast quenching which suppresses particle diffusion
and freezes them in the solid polymer matrix. A beam of a
fixed spot size (1 cm diameter) is used in all experiments,
while laser energy flux and pulse duration are varied from
3–23 W cm−2 and 200–4000 ms, respectively. Furthermore,
using a pulse generator, multiple heating pulses at prescribed
intensities and pulse duration were implemented in periodic
heat load experiments, as described later.

2.4. Characterization of metal–polymer films

UV-Visible spectra of LPSW fabricated PS–PVA–sMNP films (on
glass) were recorded using a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 UV/
Vis/NIR spectrophotometer in the integrating sphere (150 mm)
configuration. Metal particles in LPSW fabricated metal–PVA
films were imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
JEOL JEM 2100 LaB6). For some samples, films were scraped
off and placed on the TEM grid, and their thin edges were
imaged. To obtain a direct, quantitative overall particle size
distribution in a larger area, an alternative sample preparation
procedure24,25 was employed. In this method, the PS–PVA–
metal precursor film (preparation described above) is used to
fabricate a PS–PVA–sMNP composite film by LPSW. After laser
irradiation, the thick multilayer film was cut and placed on a
TEM grid, followed by immersion in toluene. The sacrificial PS
layer dissolves in the solvent, while the ultrathin PVA–sMNPs
stick to the grid. This film was directly imaged to assess metal
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particle size distribution in the entire PVA matrix. Statistical
analysis of size distribution of metal nanoparticles in the film
was performed using Nanomeasurer 1.2.5 analysis software.
Film thicknesses were obtained using a Hitachi SU-70 field
emission gun scanning electron microscope (FESEM). Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (ThermoFisher Nicolet iS50R
spectrometer) was used in the transmission mode at 4 cm−1

resolution to characterize the structure and infrared absorp-
tion of the polymer. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed
using a PANalytical Empyrean Series 2 X-ray diffractometer (Cu
Kα radiation).

2.5. Finite element simulation of laser heating profiles

In order to estimate the heating profiles and peak tempera-
tures of polymer films during the laser heating process, a
finite-element simulation of the photothermal process was
implemented using COMSOL Multiphysics software (v. 5.3,
Build 275). The model with the polymer films and glass sub-
strate is constructed and simplified by exploiting the symmetry
of the model geometry (ESI, Fig. S1†). To model the photother-
mal effect and heating profiles, absorption coefficients for
each layer in the system are determined by FTIR transmission
spectroscopy. First, PVA and PS films with known thicknesses
(from FESEM) are prepared, and a linear absorption coefficient
was estimated for each by Beer’s law (ESI, Fig. S2†). For the
glass substrate (on which the polymer films are coated),
absorption coefficient values reported in the literature are
used.26

Assuming the absorbed IR radiation completely manifests
itself non-radiatively as heat, we can treat the system as a heat-
transfer problem. Heat input into the system can be modelled
as a volumetric heat source (W m−3) input in the following
form:27

Qabsorbed ¼ Pincident � α

πr2laser

� �
� exp � x2 þ y2

r2laser

� �
� expð�αzÞ ð1Þ

where, Qabsorbed is the volumetric heat input (in W m−3)
absorbed by the film; Pincident is the laser power (in W) inci-
dent on the film surface; α is the linear absorption coefficient
(in m−1) of the film; rlaser is the radius of the laser spot.

Propagation of the laser beam through multiple layers (PVA,
PS, and glass) is implemented as follows. Laser power trans-
mitted (total input – absorbed power) by the previous layer
becomes the incident power (Qincident) for the subsequent
layer. The absorbed power is determined using the thicknesses
and absorption coefficient of individual layers. The second to
last term on the right in eqn (1) simulates the Gaussian shape
of the laser pulse, while the last term represents the exponen-
tial decay as a part of the laser energy input (propagating in
z-direction) is absorbed by the component layer.

Both conductive and convective heat losses were included
in the model; radiative heat loss was neglected due to the rela-
tively low temperatures our system operates in. Convective heat
transfer from the surrounding gas was implemented by incor-
porating the non-isothermal laminar flow module in the soft-

ware and coupling with the heat transfer module in the soft-
ware. A free-triangular mesh was generated in the PVA thin
film and was swept throughout the model. A periodic switch
(on/off ) function was added to the aforementioned input heat
source equation to obtain quenching rates and laser pulse.
Details of the model geometry, mesh elements, applied bound-
ary conditions, and thermal property data used in the model
can be found in the ESI, section S1.†

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Formation of metal nanoclusters in polymer films by
LPSW

Metal sMNP formation starts with the reactions forming zero-
valent metal atoms from metal ions. A general decomposition
and reduction reaction for the metal, M (Ni and Cu), from the
corresponding metal salt can be written as:

M NO3ð Þ2 þ 2H2ðgÞ �!Δ M0 þ 2NO2 " þ2H2O " ð2Þ
Since these metals have lower reduction potentials, thermal

energy must be supplied to trigger the metal ion reduction by
H2 gas. For writing Ag into the polymer, it has been demon-
strated that on heating the polymer, PVA, with Ag+ salt, –OH
groups in the polymer itself are able to reduce Ag+ ions to Ag0

via a polyol like reduction mechanism.24 Although the actual
reaction mechanism may be complex, the overall equation can
be written as:

R2CH‐OHþ AgNO3 �!
Δ

Ag0 þ R2COþH2O " þNO2 " ð3Þ
Ag, which has a high reduction potential and is stable more

as Ag than Ag2O, did not require synthesis under a H2 atmo-
sphere unlike Cu and Ni.

Fig. 2 shows unaggregated sMNPs of three metals (Ni, Cu,
Ag) written directly in PVA films (coated on a 0.2 mm thick
glass slide) by LPSW. In each case, the particles are relatively
monodisperse (geometric standard deviation of lognormal fit,
σg (Ag, Cu, Ni) = 1.10, 1.15, 1.17) and spherical in shape with a
uniform dispersion throughout the matrix.

Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) patterns (ESI,
Fig. S3†) confirm the identity of individual metals in the films.
These results are further corroborated by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns on LSPW-fabricated, high metal-loading
polymer films (ESI, Fig. S4†). This confirms that the metal
ions have been reduced to the corresponding zero-valent
metals.

Table 1 summarizes the operational laser and film para-
meters used to fabricate these films. We see that a relatively
lower energy flux and short duration are sufficient to form Ag
and Cu sMNPs in the polymer film. On the other hand, Ni
requires much higher laser intensities and pulse duration to
be reduced by H2. The film temperature estimated from finite-
element simulations for the fabrication of Ni sMNPs is around
700 °C. A previously reported study from our group showed
that this temperature range is crucial to the formation of Ni
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rather than NiO.28 Although, even the Cu and Ag films reach
similar peak temperatures, the heating rate is slower due to a
lower energy flux, and hence, might not provide sufficient
local thermal energy in time for Ni2+ reduction and Ni nano-
cluster formation. Previous studies have demonstrated that at
high temperatures, the diffusion of gas molecules into
polymer melts can be highly accelerated with diffusivities (D)
as high as 10−4 cm2 s−1.29 High diffusion rates are attributed
to the higher mobility of polymer chains at elevated tempera-
tures, allowing for the increased motion of gas molecules
through microcavities and channels in the polymer matrix.30

Using the diffusion equation,31 〈x2〉 = 2Dt, we estimate the
time (t ) for H2 molecules to diffuse through a 1 μm thick (x)
polymer film to be ∼50 μs, which is significantly faster than
the fabrication timescale for Cu and Ni sMNPs (1–4 s).
Furthermore, the first-order rate constants for the reduction of
Cu and Ni salts by hydrogen at similar temperatures are esti-
mated to be in the order of 102 s−1 and 100 s−1,
respectively.32,33 Hence, the time for the half-conversion of
Cu2+ and Ni2+ should roughly be in the order of 10 ms and 1 s,
respectively. We, therefore, postulate that particle formation
for these metals occurs by fast H2 diffusion in the polymer, fol-
lowed by a rapid reduction of metal ions.

Since H2 diffusion in the matrix is fast, particle growth
must not be limited by gas diffusion in the polymer.
Interestingly, the mean particle diameters follow the trend
(Ag: 9.0 nm, >Cu: 6.0 nm, >Ni: 3.5 nm). This observation

mirrors the reactivity trend for these metals (Ni > Cu > Ag).
Studies have shown that more reactive metals have strong
interactions with polymer chains that impede their diffusion
through the matrix.29 On laser heating, the large supersatura-
tion of metal atoms results from fast reduction reactions. After
this initial nucleation burst, out of the three metals, Ni atoms
and clusters diffuse through the polymer the slowest. As these
clusters grow larger, their motion is further retarded due to
their increasing size. This limits particle growth and the
maximum particle size reached for a particular laser pulse
energy flux and duration, resulting in smaller Ni nanoclusters.
Here, we also note that LPSW is not restricted to noble-metals
and can be used to generate any metal given the right laser
parameters and reduction conditions.

We have chosen Ag as the model metal to study the effect of
laser parameters in LPSW on sMNP size distribution due to its
relative ease of fabrication and highly size-sensitive visible
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). Ultrathin Ag–PVA
films are fabricated by coating precursor–PVA thin films
(∼100 nm) with a thick (∼20 μm), sacrificial PS film (method
described earlier in the Experimental section) and are directly
imaged through TEM to assess particle size distribution over a
large area in the film. Although, LPSW can be used directly on
freestanding polymer films to fabricate Ag–polymer compo-
sites (as we later demonstrate), we have used glass substrates
to coat the polymer films on. This is done to ensure a
uniform coating and to avoid variations in the laser–polymer

Fig. 2 (a), (b), (c) Formation of Ag, Cu, and Ni within the PVA matrix by the LPSW technique. Insets show selected area diffraction patterns for each
sMNPs–PVA film. (d), (e), (f ) Particle size distributions of Ag, Cu, and Ni respectively in PVA films (from a, b, c respectively). These films were coated
on a 0.2 mm glass substrate.

Table 1 Parameters used to fabricate metal–PVA films shown in Fig. 2 by LPSW. These films were fabricated on 0.2 mm thick glass substrates

Metal
Metal : PVA
mass ratio

Laser intensity
(W cm−2)

Pulse
duration

Number
of pulses

Estimated peak film
temperature (°C)

Chamber
atmosphere

Ni 0.05 : 1 10 1 s 1 730 5% H2 in N2
Cu 0.05 : 1 2.5 4 s 1 640 5% H2 in N2
Ag 0.05 : 1 2.5 4 s 1 640 Ambient air
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film alignment due to local curling and folding inhomogeneity
in the polymer film. Note that, the films discussed so far were
coated on 0.2 mm thick glass substrates, which allow the films
to reach high temperatures by preventing significant conduc-
tive heat losses. In further sections, we have used thicker
(1 mm) glass substrates, which act as conductive heat sinks
and result in lower film temperatures. This was done to
achieve faster quenching rates and to prevent additional film
heating effects by the glass itself (ESI, section S5†). Laser
energy manifests itself in the PVA film as heat and may have
multiple sources: direct laser–PVA interaction by partial IR
absorption by PVA itself, conductive heat transfers from the
underlying PS film or glass substrate. In any case, this
localized thermal energy is responsible for metal-ion reduction
and particle formation.

An ideal, continuous laser synthesis and writing technique
should be able to tune the particle size and properties by mod-
ulating laser characteristics. Here, we systematically investigate
the effect of three primary laser characteristics on written par-
ticle size distribution: laser energy flux, pulse duration, and
number of laser pulses of a fixed intensity and duration irra-
diating the films. In all of the following cases, the metal-pre-

cursor to polymer mass ratio is kept constant at 0.05 : 1, and
1 mm thick glass slides are used for the coating.

3.2. Effect of individual laser parameters on written particle
size distribution

3.2.1. Laser pulse duration. For these experiments, the
beam spot diameter (1 cm), and laser energy flux (20 W cm−2)
are kept constant, while the pulse duration is varied from
200 ms–1000 ms. Fig. 3(a) shows the variation of lognormally
fit particle size distributions (PSD) with laser pulse duration.
As is clear from size distributions (Fig. 3(b)), with increasing
pulse duration, an increase in the mean particle diameter is
observed (Dp, mean increases from 4.2 nm to 9.5 nm).
Interestingly, a concomitant decrease in PSD geometric stan-
dard deviation (σg) is also seen with increasing pulse duration
(σg: 1.30 → 1.11). Note that, these σg values are still much
lower than the coagulation-dominated self-preserving distri-
bution (SPD) in the continuum regime (σg, SPD = 1.44). This
suggests that the polymer film acts as a restrictive matrix that
greatly suppresses particle coagulation. The decrease in PSD
width (σg) suggests a mechanism dominated by surface growth
or a form of digestive ripening.

Fig. 3 (a) TEM images (scale bars: 50 nm) and the corresponding PSDs of Ag sMNPs–PVA films fabricated for different laser pulse durations for a
fixed laser energy flux of 20 W cm−2, (b) effect of pulse duration on the mean particle diameter, areal particle mass density, and geometric standard
deviation (σg, lnfit) obtained from lognormally fit PSDs, (c) simulated temperature profile of the laser heating process with temperatures for durations
shown in (a), (d) extinction spectra of Ag sMNPs–PVA films fabricated by LPSW. Substrate used is a 1 mm glass slide.
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With the increase in pulse duration, the temperature and
thermal energy in the polymer increases. Since the tempera-
ture to which polymer films are heated to is close to or above
the glass transition temperature of poly(vinyl alcohol) (Tg =
85 °C),34 the polymer matrix must be in a partly molten or
“rubbery” state, allowing for high diffusion of metal ions,
atoms, and clusters. It has been shown that for less reactive
metals such as Ag, the diffusivity through polymer melts at or
above Tg can be very high (∼10−3 cm2 s−1). An initial burst
nucleation results in a large supersaturation and formation of
stable nuclei. The diffusion coefficient, D, is inversely pro-
portional to the particle diameter (Dp) and matrix viscosity
(η).31 Small nuclei with higher diffusion coefficients diffuse
through the matrix, grow by coagulation, and form larger
primary particles. Increased temperature not only allows for
faster diffusion by increasing the kinetic energy of the par-
ticles, but also by decreasing the viscosity of the surrounding
polymer matrix. Simultaneously, the rate of the metal-ion
reduction reaction and the corresponding increase in metal
atoms increase exponentially with temperature. This leads to
the continued surface growth of existing metal particles by
metal atoms and small clusters. As particles grow by surface
growth and ripening, the diffusion coefficient decreases – par-
ticularly for particles with a larger size. These mechanisms
may, therefore, result in a decreasing PSD width.

Fig. 3(d) shows the effect of pulse duration on LSPR absorp-
tion of Ag sMNPs. Plasmonic absorption peaks for Ag sMNPs are
extremely sensitive to the size, shape, and refractive index of the
surrounding medium. Here, we assume that all LPSW fabricated
Ag sMNPs are spherical (evidenced by TEM images), and that the
polymer itself does not change its structure significantly.

Hence, the absorption peak shifts in the spectra can be cor-
related with changes in particle size distribution of sMNPs. An
increasing laser intensity results in an initial increase in
extinction. This can be attributed to nucleation – as more
absorbing nuclei of a particular size are formed, absorption
increases. An initial blue-shift followed by a red shift in the
peak wavelength is observed. This kind of turn-over shift has
been associated with the size increase in Ag sMNPs and a shift
from extrinsic to intrinsic surface screening and spill-out
effects in the sub-10 nm small NP size regime.35 This obser-
vation correlates with the increase in diameter observed for
these two films in the TEM images (Fig. 3(a)).

3.2.2. Laser energy flux. For these experiments, the beam
spot diameter (1 cm), and laser pulse duration (1000 ms) are
kept constant, while the laser energy flux is varied from 8–23
W cm−2. Laser energy flux can be considered analogous to the
heating rate in conventional heating techniques. Fig. 4(c)
shows the temperature variation of PVA films with increasing
energy flux. For a fixed pulse duration, a high-energy flux laser

Fig. 4 (a) TEM images (scale bar: 50 nm) and the corresponding PSDs of Ag sMNPs–PVA films fabricated for different laser energy flux for a fixed
pulse duration of 1000 ms, (b) effect of laser energy flux on the mean particle diameter and geometric standard deviation (σg, lnfit) obtained from log-
normally fit PSDs, (c) simulated temperature profile of the laser heating process with varying energy flux, (d) extinction spectra of Ag sMNPs–PVA
films fabricated by LPSW for different laser energy flux. Substrate used is a 1 mm glass slide.
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pulse ramps up the temperature of the polymer film faster.
This not only generates more metal nuclei but also allows the
nuclei to diffuse through the matrix and grow into larger par-
ticles. The particle diameter increases from 6.5 to 9.5 nm with
a decrease in σg of the PSDs. This result is similar to the one
obtained in the earlier section with increasing pulse duration,
suggesting a similar digestive ripening growth mechanism. We
compare the PSD of the 10 W cm−2, 1000 ms film with 20
W cm−2, 200 ms film (Fig. 3(a) and 4(a), respectively). These
two pulses lead to roughly similar temperatures (95–100 °C)
but have different heating rates with the former pulse being
slower and longer than the latter. We observe that with slower
and longer laser pulse, the particle size is larger, and the size
distribution is narrower. This may be because a shorter pulse
causes the processes occurring in the matrix – metal atom
generation, nucleation, and diffusion – to be stochastic
without allowing enough time for diffusion, particle growth,
and PSD narrowing. Fig. 4(d) shows the trend in plasmonic
absorption spectra for the films prepared with varying laser
energy flux. The blue-shift to red-shift turn-over trend in the
plasmonic peaks of the Ag sMNPs is again observed as in the
earlier section. As mentioned earlier, this type of shift can be
attributed to the size increase in the sub-10 nm size regime,
where surface effects become significant.

3.2.3. Number of pulses: pulsed thermal load. For a pulse
with the highest energy flux and longest pulse duration
explored so far (23 W cm−2, 1000 ms), slight agglomeration
was observed as evidenced by the decrease in the areal
number density and corresponding increase in the particle
diameter (Fig. 3(a) and (b)). Additionally, at these tempera-
tures, polymer films became brittle and flaky possibly due to
charring and crystallization at high temperatures. In order to
prevent these problems, we propose an alternative heating
method using a periodic, pulsed heat load. We employ a sig-
nificant and unique advantage of the LPSW technique over
slow heating methods – the ability to generate programmable
sets and sequences of high-energy flux pulses of any form.
Individual characteristics of each pulse such as intensity and
duration can be precisely controlled using a pulse generator.
Exploiting this unique process of the LPSW, we investigated
the effect of irradiating the films at the same spot with a set
number of pulses of fixed energy flux and duration. In these
experiments, a certain number of 20 W cm−2, 200 ms pulses
were exposed on the same spot of the metal precursor–PVA
film. Each subsequent pulse was interspersed with a 15 s wait
time for particles to fully recover from the heating effects of
the preceding pulse. Fig. 5(b) demonstrates the temperature
profile of the polymer during this heating process with an

Fig. 5 (a) TEM images (scale bar: 50 nm) and the corresponding PSDs of Ag sMNPs–PVA films fabricated for different laser pulses; 20 W cm−2,
1000 ms pulses, (b) effect of number of input pulses on the mean particle diameter and geometric standard deviation (σg) obtained from lognormally
fit PSDs, (c) simulated temperature profile of the laser heating process with a periodic heat load, (d) extinction spectra of Ag sMNPs–PVA films fabri-
cated by LPSW for different number of pulses. Substrate used is a 1 mm glass slide.
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average temperature per pulse of 118 °C. Fig. 5(a) shows a sig-
nificant initial increase in the particle size and a decrease in the
PSD width. After 4 pulses, the particle diameter and σg of PSDs
do not change significantly, while the areal number density con-
tinues to increase. A similar trend is observed in the extinction
spectra of these films (Fig. 5(d)). As more pulses are impinged
on the metal precursor–polymer film, there is an initial strong
blue-shift which stays roughly unchanged after the 4th pulse. At
the same time, we also observe an increase in extinction – poss-
ibly mirroring the increase in the areal number density.

3.3. Effect of the polymer matrix: fundamental growth
mechanisms

So far, we have only considered how laser characteristics
impact PSDs of sMNPs. Here, we discuss the role of the
polymer matrix in determining the resultant particle size dis-
tributions. In earlier sections, we observe that after a certain
point, the particle size does not change significantly, which we
propose is due to the restrictive and diffusion-suppressing
nature of the polymer matrix. Here, we investigate how increas-
ing the laser pulse duration (constant energy flux of 20 W
cm−2) affects the particle size and distribution in a PVA matrix
with a lower molecular weight (9k PVA, as opposed to 89k PVA
we talked about so far). Fig. 6(a) shows TEM images and size
distributions for the Ag–9k PVA films fabricated for different
pulse durations. Clearly, we see a significantly faster increase
in the particle size than for the 89k PVA film (Fig. 3(a)).

Interestingly, for a 200 ms pulse, the mean particle dia-
meter for both matrices is roughly the same (4 nm), however,
the particle size distribution is much narrower for the 9k PVA
matrix. This may be attributed to a lower viscosity of the low
MW polymer.36 The low inherent viscosity may result in higher
diffusion rates for smaller nuclei, resulting in a more homo-
geneous nucleation and narrow distribution than a restrictive
matrix. Interestingly, the PSD geometric standard deviation,
σg, increases with increasing pulse duration – a sharp contrast

to the 89k polymer matrix, where an opposite trend is seen.
This suggests that a different growth mechanism is at play for
polymer matrices with different molecular weights and viscos-
ities. The plasmonic peaks in Fig. 6(c) also indicate a dramatic
broadening of the peak with a significant portion red-shifted
due to the formation of larger particles.

Here, it is also important to note that there might be vari-
ation in film thicknesses during spin coating due to different
solution viscosities. Nevertheless, the particle size distribution
changes are too large to be attributed solely to the thickness of
the film. Furthermore, for 89k PVA, even at the highest laser
energy flux and pulse durations, the particle sizes did not
reach large sizes as in the case of 9k PVA. The major factor in
determining the growth mechanism may be the viscosity of
the polymer matrix itself. Fig. 7 illustrates the two primary con-

Fig. 6 (a) TEM images (scale bar: 50 nm) and the corresponding PSDs of Ag sMNPs–9k PVA films fabricated for different pulse durations for a laser
energy flux of 20 W cm−2, (b) effect of pulse duration on the mean particle diameter, geometric standard deviation (σg), and areal mass density in 9k
PVA films, (c) extinction spectra of Ag sMNPs–PVA films fabricated by LPSW for different number of pulses. Substrate used is a 1 mm glass slide.

Fig. 7 Primary growth mechanisms in LPSW of metal particles in
polymer matrices with different molecular masses, resulting in two
different kinds of size distributions.
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trasting mechanisms at play for the 9k and 89k polymer
matrices. For a high MW polymer, the growth is restricted by
the high-viscosity polymer melt which leads to a slower,
limited growth and narrow PSDs. On the other hand, for a low-
viscosity, low MW polymer film, diffusive growth is faster,
such that the growth is partly coagulation dominated. Even
larger particles are able to diffuse relatively quicker due to the
low viscosity of the polymer matrix. This leads to a faster
increase in the particle diameter and a concomitant increase
in the width, σg, of the distribution. This observation is con-
sistent with previously reported studies on polymer-encapsu-
lated growth of Au and Fe nanoparticles.37,38

Furthermore, we also note that all the films discussed so
far have a uniform dispersion of Ag sMNPs throughout the
polymer matrix as shown in selected large-area TEM images
(ESI, Fig. S5†).

3.4. Direct synthesis and writing of Ag sMNPs on free
standing polymer films

We further investigated if our LPSW technique can be used
directly on free standing polymer films. Fig. 8(a) and (b), show
Ag sMNPs and corresponding PSDs fabricated by directly sus-
pending a free standing PVA–PS film in the laser beam path.
We noted using longer pulse durations discussed earlier
(200 ms–1000 ms, Fig. 3) for free standing films damaged and
burned them. In free standing films, there is no conductive
heat sink, and the heating rate, therefore, is much more rapid.
We, therefore, used an even shorter pulse duration (100 ms),
and obtained a much larger mean particle diameter (9 nm)
than that obtained for the films with the glass substrate

(4 nm, Fig. 3(a)). Temperature simulations in Fig. 8(c) also
suggest a much faster heating rate without any substrate. We
also see that there is a significant concentration of smaller
nanoclusters in the film, which may be due to the short dur-
ation of the heating pulse. This may not give enough time for
clusters to form bigger particles. Fig. 8(b) shows the plasmon
peak for the freestanding film with the inset showing the char-
acter ‘X’ written by moving the polymer film. The yellow color
in the film is due to the plasmon absorption by Ag sMNPs.

Importantly, Fig. 8(e) demonstrates the capability of our
technique to fabricate Ag–sMNPs directly in a 30 μm thick,
freestanding Ag precursor–PVA film (without PS or glass).
Since PVA is a much stronger absorber than PS, an even
shorter pulse duration of 35 ms was used to write the Ag
sMNPs. Temperature simulations show average peak tempera-
tures of around 360 °C. The inset in Fig. 8(c) depicts the
writing of an arbitrary pattern (here, the acronym ‘UMD’) of
sub-10 nm unaggregated Ag spheres directly in a polymer
matrix. This pattern was obtained by moving the freestanding
film with the laser pulses that is held in place on a
sample holder. The yellow coloration is due to the plasmon
absorption of Ag sMNPs. The non-uniform coloration in some
parts is likely due to the overlapping of laser spots. Plasmonic
spectra shown in Fig. 8(c) for selected non-overlapping
spots in the three letters written confirm the formation of
Ag sMNPs in the pattern. In addition, we also note that the
lateral thermal diffusion and polymer damage during laser
writing are minimal, which may be important when consider-
ing writing well-defined metallic patterns in the films
(ESI, section S7†).

Fig. 8 (a) TEM images (scale bar: 50 nm) and (d) the corresponding PSDs of Ag sMNPs fabricated directly in freestanding PVA–PS films with a 20 W
cm−2, 100 ms pulse, (c) extinction spectra for the Ag–PVA–PS composite film shown in (a) – inset shows the letter ‘X’ written on the PVA–PS film by
moving the film vertically and horizontally, (e) the letters ‘U’, ‘M’, ‘D’, written with Ag sMNPs by a 20 W cm−2, 35 ms pulse directly on a thick, free
standing PVA film, and extinction spectra in selected regions in the three individual letters (scale bar: 5 mm), (c), (f ) simulated temperature profile for
the freestanding film shown in (b), (e) respectively.
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From known parameters, we can calculate the nanoparticle
production rate for this process as follows. Using the film
thickness and beam spot diameter, we can get the volume and
mass of the polymer. Assuming all the metal salt in the heated
volume is completed in 35 ms, we can calculate the mass of Ag
produced per minute. Considering the continuous, direct laser
synthesis approach of metal sMNPs in polymer films is amen-
able to fast and scalable polymer processing techniques such as
roll-to-roll manufacturing and 3-D printing, we calculate the
production rate to be around 1 g min−1 (ESI, section S6†),
which is significantly higher than other conventional processes.
Importantly, we further demonstrate that the written metal
nanoclusters can be released into solutions by dissolving the
polymer matrix in an appropriate solvent, making this approach
solution-processable and comparable to colloidal synthesis (ESI,
section S8†). Although the discussion above focusses primarily
on mechanisms related to LPSW of Ag sMNPs, the effects of
laser parameters on particle size distributions should apply to
other metals (Cu, Ni) fabricated by LPSW as well.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrate laser photothermal synthesis
and writing as a rapid laser writing technique that can be used
to directly generate and write a high-density of unaggregated,
monodisperse small metal nanoclusters in polymer thin films.
In a relatively short time (35 ms–4s), a high-heating laser beam
photothermally triggers metal-reduction reactions followed by
nucleation and growth. Subsequent rapid quenching solidifies
the polymer film and freezes the formed particles in the solid
matrix. We have used this technique to write three types of
metal nanoclusters (Ni, Cu, and Ag) in the film. We have
further shown how laser parameters – laser energy flux, pulse
duration, and number of pulses – can be used to tune the par-
ticle size distribution of metal nanoclusters in the films.
Higher laser energy flux and pulse durations lead to an
increase in the particle size with a corresponding decrease in
the PSD width. Additionally, we demonstrate that multiple
pulses of a fixed intensity and pulse duration can be used to
modulate PSDs without damaging the polymer. We demon-
strated that this synthesis can be adapted to different sub-
strates as well as in free standing polymer films. Thus, this
technique is a fast, continuous laser writing technique that is
flexible and can be used to generate different metal nano-
clusters in virtually any polymer matrix as long as it is partly
absorbing in the mid-IR laser wavelength. We further note that
LPSW may have significant implications in large-scale, rapid
direct writing (1 g min−1) of metal nanoclusters in advanced
polymer matrices, reactive multilayers, conductive polymer
films, wearable electronics, and flexible sensor films.
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